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Chairman Mao Tse-tung's famous article "Problems of Strategy in G,rerrilla War
Against Japan'n was reprinted in the la.test issue of Hongqi (Red Flag) on August 21.
In its editor's note, Hongqi, said:.

"september 3 this year marks the 20th anmiuersary of China's rictaru in its
War of Resistance Against Japan. We hazse specially reprinted in this issue Comrade. Mso Tse-tung's famaus article 'Problems oJ StrategE in Guerrill,{L War Against
Japan'. The idess erpounded in this article played o great guiding role m, Ch,ina's
ret;al,utionqrA lt)s.r. In this connection, the Committee for the Publicl.tion of the
Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung oJ the Central Committee of the Communtst
PtLrty of China has giuen tlte folloroing explanatory note: 'ln the earltl days of the
War of Resistance Agcinst Japan, msrllJ people inside and au,tside the PqrtA belittled the important strategic role of guerrilla uarJare and pinned their hopes on
regular uarfa're alone, and particulurlu on the operations of the Ku.omintang forces.
Ccmt'ade hLao Tse-dung refuted this uietu and urate this qrticle to sl'tow the correct raad of d.euelopment for anii-Ja"panese guerrilla tuarfare. As a resu,lt, the
Eighth, Route At"my qnd the itleu Fourth Armg, uhich hud just ouer 40,000 men
u:ir,en the War of Resi,stance began in 7937, greu to a great, army of one million
by the time Japan surrend,ered in 1945, established many reuolutionaru base areas,
plaged a. greot part in the usur and thus, throughottt this period,, m.qde Chiang Kai,she!'; aJraid to capitulate to Japan or lqunch a natiott-wide ciuil tuar. ln 1946,
u:hen Chiq,ng Kai-shek did launch a nation-uide ciuil '**ar, the People's Liberatiott
Army, formed out of the Eighth Route und NetD Fourth Armies, lruas strong enough
to deal with his attacks'.
"Todag, it is uery cleq,r timt tbe theorg of a people's LD&r.fotutd in Comrade
Mao Tse-tung's article is of uital prectical importwtce for the Chinese peoTtle and,
Jor th.e people of the usho'l,e woild, in their stru"ggle against tJ.S. irnperialism and. its
lackeys and, in patticular, for the oppressed nations in Asia, AJrica and, Lati,n
Americq in their struggle f or liberution".

Peking Reuiew reprints on the foilowing pages a full translation of this
ai'ticle by Chairman Mao. Ed.
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CHAPTER

I

Why Roise the Question .of Strotegy
Guerrillo Wqr

in

?

In the War of Resistance Against Japan, regular.
warfare is primary and guerrilla rvarfare supplementary. This point has already been coi:rectly
settled. Thus, it seems thet.e are only tactical
problems in guerrilla warfar'e. Why then laise the
question of strategy?

If China were a small ccuntr;r in which the roje
of guerrilla warfare was only to render direct support over short distances to the campaigns of the
regular army, there would, of course, be only tactical
problems but no strategic cnes. On the other hand,
if China were a ccuntry as strong as the Soviet Union
and ihe invading enemy could either be quickly expeiled, or, even though his exptrlsion were tc take
some time, he could nct occupy extensive areas, then
again guerrilla warfare rn'ould, simply play a supporting role in campaigns, and would naturally involve only tacticai but not strategic p::oblems.

The question of strategy in guerrilla 'rvar does
arise, however, in the case of China, which is neither
small nor like the Soviet Union, but which is both
a large and a weak country. This large and weak
country is being attackeci by a small and strong
ccu.ntry, but the large and weak country is in an era
of progress; this is the sour:ce of the whcle problem.
It is in these circumstances ihat vast areas have
come under enemy occupation and that the war has
become a protracted one. The enemy is occupying
\uast areas of this large countr.", of ours, but Japan is
a small country, she does nct have sufficient soldiers
and has to leave many gaps in 11r" esgLr.pied aieais, so
that our anti-Japanese guerrilla u'arf,are consists
primarily not in interior-line operations in support
of the campaigns of the regular troops but in independent operations on exterior lines; furthermore,
China is progressive.. that is to say, she has a staunch
army and broad masses of pecple, both led by the
Communist Party, so that, far from being smallsca1e, our anti-Japanese guerrilla lvarfare is in fact
large-scale warfare. Hence the emergence of a
whole series of pioblems, such as the strategic defensive. the strategic offensive, etc. The protracted nature of the war and its attendant ruthlessness have
made it imperative for guerrilla t"arfai:e to undertake many unusual tasks; hence such problems as
those of the base areas, the development of guerrilia
',varfare into mobile warfare, and sc on. For all
these reasons, China's guerrilla wai:fare against
Japan has broken out of the bounds of tactics to
knock at the gates of strategy, and it demancis examination from the viev,rpoint of strategy. The
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point that rrerits our particular attention is that such
extensive as well as protracted guerrilia warfare is
quite new in the entire history of war. This is bound
i:p with the fact that we are now in the 1i;30s and
1940s and that we now have the Communist Part.1,
and the Red Army. Herein lies the heart of the
matter. Our enemy is probably still cherishing fonC
dreams of emu.lating the Mongo1 conquest of the
Sung Dynasty, the Manchu conquest of the Ming
Dynasty, the British occupaticn of North America
and India. the Latin occupation of Central ani Soulh
America. etc. But such dreams have no practicai
value in pi:esent-day China because there are certain
factors present in the China of today which r,vere
absent in those historical instances. and one oi them
is guerrilia warfare, rvhich is quite a new phenomenon. If our enemy over'looks this fact, he wili
certainl5r come to grief.
Tl-iese are the reasons u'hy our anti-Japanese
guerrilla \ rarfare, though occupying only a supplementary place in the War of Resistance as a whole,
must nevertheless be examiired {rom 11r" viq\ rpoint

of strategy.
\\rl-iy not. then, appiy to guerrilla warfare the
general strategic principles of the War of Resistance?

The qu.estion of strategy in our anti-Japanese
guerlilia ra,arfare is indeed closely linked with the
question of strategy in the War of Resistance as a
whole, because they have much in common. On the
other haird, guerrilla rvarfare is different from
regular warfare and has iis own pecuiialitles, and
ccnsequently many peculiar elements are invoived
in the question of strategy in guerrilla warfare.
Wiihout modification it is impossibie to apply the
strategic pi'inciples of the War of Resistance in
genelal to gueriila warfare ',n'ith its owrr peculiarities.
CHAPTER II

The Bcsic Principle of Wor !s to Preserve
Oneself ond Destroy the EnemY
Before discussing the question of strategy in
guerr-illa warfare in concrete terms, a few word.s are
needed on the fundamentai probiem of rvar'

Ali tire guiding plincipies of military operations
Erow out of the one basic principie: to strive to the
utmcst to preserve on.e's o\1'n sirength and destroy
that of the enemy. In a rerroluticnary rvar, this

pi:inciple is directly linkeC rx,'ith basic political principles. Fcr instance, the ba.sic poiitical principle of
China's \\rar of Resistance Against Japan, i'e', its
political aira, is to drirre out Japanese imperialism
and- buiid an independei:t, free and happy new
I

China. In terms of military action this principle
means the use of armed force to defend our motherIand and to drive out the Japanese invaders. To attain
this end, the operations of the armed units take the
form of doing their utmost to preserve their own
strength on the one hand and destroy the enemy's
on the other. How then do we justify the encouragement of heroic sacrifice in war? Every war exacts a price, sometimes an extremely high one. Is
this not in contradiction with "preserving oneself"?
)n fact, there is no contradiction at all; to put it
more exactly, sacrifice and self-preservation are both
opposite and complementary to each other. For
such sacrifice is essential not only for destroying the
partial and
enemy but also for preserving oneself
temporary "non-preservation" (sacrifice, or paying
the price) is necessary for the sake of general and
permanent preservation. From this basic principle
stems the series of principles guiding military operations, a1i of which
from the principles of shooting
(taking cover to preserve
oneself, and making full
usul of fire-power to destroy the enemy) to the prinpermeated with the spirit of
ciples of strategy
-are Al1 technical, tactical and
this basic principle.
strategic principles represent applications of this basic
principle. The principle of preserving oneself and
destroying the enemy is the basis of all military
principles.

CHAPIER III

Six Specific Probtems of Strotegy in
Guerrillo Wor Agoinst Jopon
Now let us see what policies or principles have

to be adopted in guerrilla operations against Japan
before we can attain the object of preserving oltrenemy. Since the guerrilla units in the War of Resistance (and in all other
revolutionary wars) generally grow out of nothing
and expand from a small to a large force, they must
preserve themselves and, moreover, they must expand. Hence the question is, what policies or principles have to be adopted before we can attain the
object of preserving and expanding ourselves and
destroying the enemy?
selves and destroying the

Generally speaking, the main principles are as
follows: (1) the use of initiative, flexibility and planning in conducting offensives within the defensive,
battles of quick decision within protracted war, and
exterior-iine operations within interior-Iine operations; (2) co-ordination with regular warfare; (B)
establishment of base areas; (4) the strategic defensive and the strateg"ic,offensive; (b) the development
of guerrilla warfare into mobile warfare; and (6)
8

correct relationship of command. These six items
ccnstitute the whole of the strategic programme fcr
guerrilla war against Japan and are the means
necessary for the preservation and expansion of our
forces, for the destruction and expulsion of the
enemy, for co-ordination with regular warfare and
the winning of final victory.

''r,onn,n,
in conrnitiotive, r.,.,;rT;*i:
ducting Offensives Within the Defensive,
Bsttles of Quick Decision Within Protrocted
Wor, ond Exterior-Line OPerstions Within
lnterior-Line Operotions
Here the subject may be dealt with under four
headings: (1) the relationship between the defensive
and the offensive, between protractedness and quick
decision, and between the interior and exterior lines;
(2) the initiative in all operations; (3) flexible employment of forces; and (4) planning in all operations.

To start with the first.

If we take the War of Resistance as a whole,
the fact that Japan is a strong country and is attacking while China is a weak country and is defending herself makes our war strategically a defensive
and protracted war. As far as the operational lines
are concerned, the Japanese are operating on exterior and we on interior Iines. This is one aspect of
the situation. But there is another aspect which is
just the reverse. The enemy forces, though strong
(in arms, in certain qualities of their men, and certain other fact,ors), are numericaliy small, whereas
our forces, though weak (likevzise, in arms, in certain
qualities of our men, and certain other factors), are
numericaily very large. Added to the fact that the
enemy is an alien nation invading our country while
we are resisting his invasion on our own soil, this
determines the following strategy. It is possible and
necessary to use tactical offensives within the
strategic de{ensive, to fight campaigns and battles of
quick decision within a strategically protracted war
and to fight campaigns and battles on exterior lines
within strategically interior iines. Such is the
strategy to be adopted in the War of Resistance as
a who1e. It holds true both for regular and for guerrilla warfare. Guerrilla warfare is different only in
degree and form. Offensives in guerrilla warfare
generally take the form of surprise attacks. Although
surprise attacks can and should be employed in
regular warfare too, the degree of surprise is less.
trn guerrilla warfare, the need to bring operations
to a quick decision is very great, and our exteriorPeking Reuieu, I[o.
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line ring of encirclement of the enemy in campaigns
and battles is very small. A1l these distinguish it
from regular warfare.
Thus it can be seen that in their operations guerr"ilIa units have to concentrate the maximum forces,
act secretly and srviftly. aitack the enemy by surprise
and bring battles to a quick decision, and that they
must strictly avoid passive defence, procrastination

and the dispersai of forces before engagements. Of
course, guerlilla warfare includes not only the strategic but also the tacticai defensive. The latter embraces. among other things, containing and outpost
actions during batties; the disposition of forces for
resistance at narrow passes. strategic points, rivers or
villages in order to deplete and exhaust the enemy;
and action to cover withdrawai. But the basic principle of guerrilla tvarfare must be the offensive, and
guerrilla warfare is more offensive in its character
than regular warfare. The offensive, moreover, must
take the form of surprise attacks, and to expose ourselves by ostentatiously parading our forces is even
less permissible in guerrilla warfare than in regular
warfare. From the fact that the enemy is strong and
we are weak it necessarily follows that, in guerrilia
operations in general even more than in regular
warfare, battles must be decided quickly, though on
some occasions guerrilla fighting may be kept up for
several days, as in an assault on a small and isolated
enemy force cut off from help. Because of its dis-

persed character, guerrilla warfare can spread
everywhere, and in many of its tasks, as in harassing, containing and disrupting the enemy and in
mass work, its principle is dispersal of forces; but a
guerriila unit, or a guerrilla formation, must concentrate its main forces when it is engaged in destroying the enemy, and especially when it is striving
to smash an enemy attack. "Concentrate a big force
to strike at a small section of the enemy force"
remains a principle of field operations in guerrilla
warfare.
Thus it can also be seen that, if we take the War
of Resistance as a whole, we can attain the aim of
our strategic defensive and finally defeat Japanese
imperialism only through the cumulative effect of

many offensive campaigns and battles in both regular
and guerrilla w-arfare, namely, through the cumulative effect of many victories in offensive actions.
Only through the cumulative effect of many campaigns and battles of quick decision, namely, the
cumulative effect of many victories achieved through
quick decision in offenslve campaigns and battles,
can we attain our goal of strategic protractedness,
which means gaining time to increase our capacity to
resist while hastening or awaiting changes in the
international situation and the internal collapse of
the enemy, in order that we can launch a strategic
August 27,
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counter-offensive and drive the Japanese invaders
out of China. We must concentrate superior forces
and fight exterior-line operations in every campaign
or battle. whether in the stage of strategic defensive
or in that of strategic counter-offensive, in order to
encircl,-. and destroy the enemy forces, encircling
part if not ai1 of them, destroying part if not all of
the forces we have encircled, and inflicting heavy
casualties on the encircled forces if we cannot
capture them in large numbers. Only through the
cumulative effect of many such battles of annihilation can we change the relative position as between
the enemy and ourselves, thoroughly smash his
strategic encirclement
that is, his scheme of exterior-line operations - and finally, in co-ordination
with international forces
and the revolutionary
struggles of the Japanese people, surround the Japanese imperialists and deal them the coup de grd.ce.
These results are to be achieved mainly through
regular warfare, with guerrilla warfare making a
secondary contribution. What is common to both,
however, is the accumulation of many minor victories
to make a major victory. Herein lies the great

strategic role

of guerrilla warfare in the War

of

Rcsistance.

Now Iet us discuss initiative, fiexibility and
pianning in' guerrilla warfare.
What is initiative in guerriila warfare?

In any war, the opponents contend for the initiative, whether on a battlefield, in a battle area, in
a war zone or in the whole war, for the initiative
means freedom of action for an army. Any army
which, losing the initiative, is forced into a passive
position and ceases to have freedom of action, faces
the danger of defeat or extermination. Naturalty.
gaining the initiative is harder in strategic defensive and interior-iine operations and easier in oJfensive exterior-line operations. However, Japanese
imperialism has two basic weaknesses, namely, its
shortage of troops and the fact that it is fighting on
foreign soi1. Moreover, its underestimation of
China's strength and the internal contradictions
among the Japanese militarists have given rise to
many mistakes in command, such as piecemeal reinforcement, lack of strategic co-ordination, occasional
absence of a main direction for attack, failure to
grasp opportunities in some operations and failure
to wipe out encircled forces, all of which may be
considered the third weakness of Japanese imperialism. Thus, despite the advantage of being on the
offensive and operating on exterior lines, the Japanese militarists are gradually losing the initiative,
because of their shortage of troops (their small territory, small population, inadequate resources, feudalistic imperialism, etc.), because of the fact that

they are fighting on foreign soil (their war is imperialist and barbarous) and because of their stupidities in
command. Japan is neither willing nor able to conclude the war at present, nor has her strategic offensive yet come to an end, but, as the general trend
shows, her offensive is confined within certain limits,
which is the inevitable consequence of her three
weaknesses; she cannot go on indefinitely till she
swallows the whole of China. Already there are
signs that Japan will one day find herself in an utterly passive position. China, on the other hand. was
in a rather passive position at the beginning of the
war, but, having gained experience, she is now turning to the new policy of mobile warfare, the policy
of taking the offensive, seeking quick decisions and
operating on exterior lines in campaigns and battles,
which, together with the policy of developing widespread guerrilla warfare, is heiping China to build
up a position of initiative day by day.
The question of the initiatirre is even more vital
in guerriila warfare. For most guerrilla units operate in very Cifficult circumstances, fighting without
a rear, with their o\ rn weak forces facing the eneiely's strong forces, lacking experience (when the
units are newly organized), being separated, etc.
Nevertheless, it is possible to build up the initiative
in guerrilla warfare, the essentiai condition being to
seize on the enemy's three weaknesses. Taking
advantage of the enemy's shortage of tloops ({rom
the viewpoint of the war as a whole), the guerrilla
units can boidly use vast areas as their fields of
operation; taking advantage of the fact that the
enemy is an aiien invader and is pursuing a most
barbarous poiicy. the guerrilia units can boldly enlist

the support of millions upon miilicns of people; and
taking advantage of the stupidities in the enemy's
command, the guerrilla units can give fuli scope to
their resourcefuiness. Whiie the reguiar army must
seize on ail these u'eaknesses of the enemy anC turn
them to good account in order to defeat him, it is
even more impcrtairt for the guerrilla units to do so.
As for the guerrilla units' own weaknesses, they can
be gradually reduced in the course of the struggle.
It{oreover, these rn,eaknesses sometimes constitute the
very condition for gaining the initiative. For example, it is precisely because the guerrilla units are
small and weak that they can mysteriously appear
and disappear in their operations behind enemy 1ines,
without the erremy's being able to do anything about
them, and thus enjoy a freedom of action such as
massive r:egular armies never can.
When the enemv is making a converging attack
from several directicns, a guerrilla unit can exercise
initiative only with difficulty and can lose it a1l too
easily. In sucli a case, if its appraisais and disposi10

tions are wrong, it is liable to get into a passive position and consequently faii to smash the converging
enemy attack. This may occur even when the enemy
is on the defensive and we are on the offensive. For
the initiative results from making a correct appraisal
of the situation (both our own and that of the enemy)
and from making the correct military and political
dispositions. A pessimistic appraisal out of accord
with the objective conditions and the passive dispositions ensuing from it will undoubtedly result in
the loss of the initiative and throw one into a passive
position. Cn the other hand, an over-optimistic appraisal out of accord with the objective conditions
and the risky (unjustifiably risky) dispositions ensuing from it rvill also result in the loss of the initiative
and eventually land one in a position simiiar to
that of the pessimists. The initiative is not an innate
attribute of genius, but is something an intelligent
Ieader attains through open-minded study and correct
appraisal of the objective condj.tions and through
colrect rnilitary and political dispositions. It foilou,s
tha"t the initiative is not ready-made but is soilething
that requires conscious effort.

When forced into a passive position through
some incorrect appraisal and disposition or through
overwhelming pressure, a gueruilla unit rnust strive

to extricate itself. Hovr this can be done

depends

on the circumstances. In many cases it is necessary
to "irove awa,5,'". The ability to move is the distinctive feature of a guerrilla unit. To move away

is the principai method for getting out of a passive
position and regaining the initiative. But it is not
the sole method. Th,r- moment when the enerny is
most energetic and we are in the greatest difficulties
is often the very moment u,hen things begin to turn
against him and in our favour. Frequently a favourable situation recurs and the initiative is regained as
a result of "holding out a little longer".
Next, let us deal rvith flexibility.

Flexibility is a concrete expression of the initi-

ative. The flexibie employrnent of forces is

more

essential in guerrilla warfare than in regular rvarfare.

A guerrilla commander must understand that
the flexibie employment of his forces is the most
important means of changing the situation as between the enemy and ourselves and of gaining the
initiative. The nature of guerrilla warfare is such
that guerrilla forces must be emplo5red flexibly in
acccrdance '"vith the task in hand and rvith such circumstances as the state of ihe enemy, the terrain
and the local population, and the chief rvays of employing the fcrces are dispersal, concentr:ation ancl
shifting of position. In employing his forces, a
guerrilia commander is like a fisherman casting his
Pekittg Rexie*r, ir-o.
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net, which he shouid be able to spread wide as well
as drar,v in tight. When casting his net, th,e fisherman has to ascertain the depth of the water, the
speed of the curlent and the presence or absence
of obstructions; similarly, when dispersing his units,
a guerrilia commander must take care not to incur
losses through ignorance of the situation or through
miscalculated action. Just as the fisherman must
keep a grip on the cord in order to draw his net in
tight, so the guerrilla commander must maintain
Iiaison and communication with all his forces and
keep enough of his main forces at hand. Just a.s a
Irequent change of position is necessary in fishing,

so a frequent shift of position is necess,ary for a
guerrilla unit. Dispersal, concentration and shifting
of position are the three ways of flexibly employing
forces in gueruilla. warfare.
Generally speaking, the dispelsal of guerrilla
units, or' ''brealiing up the whole into parts'', is employed chiefly: (1) rvhen we want to threaten the
enemy with a rvide frontal attack because he is on
the defensive, and there is temporarily no chance to
rnass our forces for action; (2) rx,zhen we '+zant to
harass and disrupt the enemy throughout an area
where his forces are weak; (3) when we are unabLe to
break through the enemy's encirclement and try to
slip arvay by making ourselves less conspicuous;
(4) when we are restricted by terrain or supplies; or
(5) when we are carrying on mass work over a wide
area. But whatever the circumstances, when dispersi.ng for action we should pay attention to the
following: (1) we should never make an absolutely
even dispersal of forces, but should keep a fairly
large part in an area convenient for manoeuvre, so
that any possible exigency can be met and there is
a centre of gravity for the task being carried out
in dispersion; and (2) we should assign to the dispersed units clearly defined tasks, fields of operation, time limits for actions, places for reassembly
and ways and means of liaison.

Concentration of forces, or "assembling the
parts into a whole'', is the method usually applied
to destroy an enemy when he is on the offensive
and sometimes to destroy soure oI his stationary
forces r,vhen he is on the defensive. Concentration of
forces does not mean absolute concentration, but the
massing of the main forces for use in one important
direction while retaining cr dispatching part of the
forces for use in other directions to contain, halass
or disrupt the enerny, or to carry on mass work.
Although the flerible dispersal or concentration
of forces according to circumstances is the principal
method in guerrilla war{are, rve musb also know
how to shift (or transfer) our forces flexibly. When
the enemy feels seriously threatened by guerrillas,
he

will

send troops to attack or suppress them. Hence
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the guerrilla units will have to ta.ke stock of the
situation. If advisabie, they should fight where they
are; if not, they should lose no time in shifting elsewhere. Sometimes, in order to crush the enemy
units one by one, gueruiila units which have destroyed an enemy force in one place rnay immediately shift to another so as to wipe out a second
enemy force; sometimes, finding it inadvisable to
fight in one place, they may have to disengage
quickly and fight the enemy elsewhere. If the
enemy's forces in a certain place present a pariiculariy serious threat, the guerrilla units should not
linger, but should move off rvith lighining speeC.
In general. shifts of position should be made with
secrecy and speed. In order to mislead, decoy and
con{us,e the enemy, they should constantly use
sti:atagems, such as making a feint to the east but
attacking in the west, appearing norr,, in the south
and now in the north, hit-and-run attacks, and
night actions.

Flexibility in dispersal, concentration and
shifts of position is a concrete expression of the initiative in guerrilla warfare, whereas rigidness and
inertia inevitably lead to passivity and cause unnecessary losses. But a commander proves hirnself
rvise not just by recognition of the importance of
employing his forces flexibly but by skili in dispersing. concentrating or shifting them in good
time according to the specific circumstances. This
wisdom in sensing changes and choosing the right
moment to act is not easily acquired; it can be
gained only by those who study with a receptive
mind and investigat,e and ponder diligently. Prudent consideration of the circumstances is essential
to pre.rent flexibility from turning into impulsive
action.

Lastly, we come to planning.

Without planning, victories in guerrilla warfare are impossible. Any idea that guerrilia warfare can be conducted in haphazard fashion indicates either a flippant attitude or ignorance of guerrilla '"varfare. Thu- operations in a guerrilla zone as a
whole, or thos,e of a guerrilla unit or formation,
must be preceded by as thorough plannirrg as possible, by preparation in advance for every action.
Grasping the situation, setting the tasks, disposing
the forces, giving military and political training, securing supplies, putting the equipment in good order, making proper use of the people's he1p, etc. all these are part of the rvork of the guerrilla commanders, which they must car'efully consider and
conscientiously perform and check up on' There
can be no initiative, no flexibiiity, and no o{fensive
unless they do so. True, guerrilla conditions do not
a11ow as high a degree of planning as do those of
regular warfare, and it r,vould be a misiake to at11

tempt very thorough planning in guerrilla warfare.
But it is necessary to plan as thoroughly as the objective conditions permit, for it should be understood that fighting the enemy is no joke.

The above points serve to explain the first of
the strategic principles of guerriila warfare, the
principle of using initiative, flexibility and planning in conducting offensives within the defensive,
battles of quick decision within protracted war, and
exterior-line operations within interior-Iine operations. It is the key problem in the strategy of
guerrilla warfare. The solution of this problem
provides the major guarantee of victory in guerriila
warfare so far as military command is concerned.
Although a variety of matters have been dealt
with here, they all revolve around the offensive in
campaigns and battles. The initiative can be decisively grasped only after victory in an offensive.
Every offensive operation must be organized on our
initiative and not launched under compulsion. Flexibility in the employment of forces revolves around
the effort to take the offensive, and planning likewise is necessary chiefly in order to ensure success
in offensive operations. Measures of tactical defence
are meaningless if they are divorced from their role
of giving either direct or indirect support to an
offensive. Quick decision refers to the tempo of an
offensive, and exterior lines refer to its scope. The
offensive is the only means of destroying the enemy
and is also the principal means of self-preservation,
while pure defence and retreat can play only a temporary and partial role in self-preservation and are
quite useless for destroying the enemy.
The principle stated above is basicaliy the same
for both regular and guerrilia war; it differs to some
degree only in its form of expression. But in
guerrilla war it is both important and necessary to
note this difference. It is precisely this difference
in form which distinguishes the operational methods of guerrilla urar from those of regular war. If
we confuse the two different forms in which trre
principle is expressed, victory in guerrilla war wili
be impossible.
CHAPTER V

Co-ordinotion With Regular Wsrfore

There ale three kinds of co-ordination between
guerrilla and regular warfare, co-ordination in strategy, in campaigns and in battles.
Taken as a whole, gueruilla v,aLfare behind the
enemy lines, which cripples the enemy, pins him
d.own, disrupts his supply iines, inspires the regular
forces and the people throughout the country, i.s coordinated with regular warfare in strateg,v. Take
the case of the guerrilla warfar"- in the three northeastern provinces. Of course, the question of coordination did not arise before the nation-wide War
of Resistance, but since the war began the significance of such co-ordination has become obyious.
Every enemy soldier the guerrillas ki1l there, every
bullet they make the enemy expend. every enemy
soldier they stop from advancing south of the Great
Wall, can be reckoned a contribution to the total
strength of the resistance. It is, moreover, clear that
they are having a demoralizing effect on the rvhole
enemy army and a1l Japan and a heartening effect
on our whole army and people. Still clearer is the
role in strategic co-ordination played by the
guerrilla warfare along the Peiping-Suiyuan,
Peiping-Hankow, Tientsin-Pukow, Tatung-Puchow,
Chengting-Taiyuan and Shanghai-Hangchow Railways. Not only are the guerrilla units performing
the function of co-ordination with the regular
forces in our present strategic defensive, when the
enemy is on the strategic offensive; not only wiil
they co-ordinate with the regular forces in dislupting the enemy's hold on the occupied territory, after
he concludes his strategic offensive and switches to
the safeguarding of his gains; they w,iII also coordinate with the regular forces in driving out the
enemy forces and recovering ali the lost territories,
when the regular forces launch the strategic counteroffensive. The great role of guerrilla warfare in
strategic co-ordination must not be overlooked. The
commanders both of the guerrilla units and of the
regular forces must clearly understand this role.

In addition, guerrilla warfare performs the
function of co-ordination '*'ith regular warfare in
campaigns. For instance, in the campaign at Hsinkou, north of Taiyuan, the gueruiilas piayed a remarkable role in co-ordination both north and
south oJ Yenmenkuan by rvrecking the TatungPuchow Railway and the motor roads running
through Pinghsingkuan and Yangfangkou. Or take

The second problem of strategy in guerrilla
warfare is its co-ordination with regular warfare. It

another instance. After the enemy occupied
Fenglingtu, guerri)la warfare, which 'uvas ah'eady

enemy.

widespread throughout Shansi Province and was
conducted mainly by the regular forces, played an
even greater role through co-ordination with the
defensive campaigns west of the Yellow River in
Shensi Province and south of the Yellow River in
Honan Province. Again, when the enemy attacked

is a matter of clarifying the relation between
guerrilla and regular warfare on the operational
level, in the light of the nature of actual guerrilla
operations. An understanding of this relation is
very important for effectiveness in defeating the
12
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southern Shantung. the guerriila warfare in the five
provinces of northern China contributed a great deal
through co-ordination with th,e campaigns of our
army. In performing a task of this sort, the leaders
of each guerrilla base behind the enemy Iines, or the
commanders of a guerrilla formation temporarily
dispatched there, must dispose their forces weII and,
by adopting different tactics suited to the time and
place. move energetically against the enemy's most
vital and vulnerable spots in order to cripple him, pin
him down, disrupt his supply lines, inspire our armies
campaigning on the interior lines, and so fulfil their
duty of co-ordinating with the campaign. If each
guerrilla zone or unit goes it alone without giving
any attention to co-ordinating with the campaigns
of the regular forces, its role in strategic co-ordination will lose a great deal of its significance,
aithough it r,vili still play some such role in the
general strategy. A11 guerrilla commanders should
give this point serious attention. To achieve coordination in campaigns, it is absoiuteiy necessary
for all larger guerrilla units and guerrilia formations to have radio equipment.

Finally, co-ordination with the regular forces
in battles, in actual fighting on the battlefield, is the
task of all guerrilla units in the vicinity of an inter:ior-line'battlefield. Of course, this applies only
to guerrilla units operating close to the regular
forces or to units of regulars dispatched on temporary
guerrilla missions. In such cases, a guerrilla unit

has to perform whatever task it is assigned by the
commander of the regular forces, r,vhich is usually
to pin down some of the enemy's forces, disrupt his
supply 1ines, conduct reconnaissance, or act as
guides for the regular forces. Even rru"ithout such an
assignment, the guerrilla unit should carry out these
tasks on its own initiative. To sit by idly, neither

moving nor fighting, or to move about without
fighting, would be an intolerable attitude for a
guerrilla unit.
CHAPTER VI

The Estoblishment of Bsse Areos
The third problem of strategy in anti-Japanese
guerrilla warfare is the establishment of base areas,
which is important and essential because of the protracted nature and ruthlessness of the war. The recovery of our lost territories will have to await the
nation-wide strategic counter-offensive; by then the
enemy's front will have extended deep into central
China and cut it in tr.vo from north to south, and
a part or even a greater part of our territory will
have lailen inio the hands of the enemy and become his rear. We shall have to extend guerrilla

warfare all over this vast enemy-o,ccupied
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area,

make a front out of the enemy's rear, and force him
to fight ceaselessly throughout the territory he occupies. Untii such time as our strategic counteroffensive is launched and so long as our lost territories are not recovered, it will be necessary to
persist in guerrilla warfare in the enemy's rear,
certainly for a fairly long time, though one cannot
say definitely for how long. This is why the war
will be a protracted one. And in order to safeguarC
his gains in the occupied areas, the enemy is bound
to step up his anti-guerrilla measures and, especially after the halting of his strategie offensive, to
embark on relentless suppression of the guerrillas.
With ruthlessness thus added to protractedness, it
wili be impossible to sustain guerr-iiia warfare behind the enemy lines without base areas.

What, then, are these base areas? They are the
strategic bases on which the guerrilla forces rely in
performing their strategic tasks and achieving the
object of preserving and expanding themselves and
destroying and driving out the enemy. Without such
strategic bases, there will be nothing to depend on
in carrying out any of our strategic tasks or achieving the aim of the war. It is a characteristic of
guerriila warfare behind the enemy lines that it is
fgught without a rear, for the guerrilla forces ale

severed frorn the country's general rear. Burt
guerrilla warfare could not last long or grow without
base areas. The base areas, indeed. are its rear.

History knows many peasant wars of the "roving rebel" type, but none of them ever succeeded.
In the present age of advanced communications and
technology, it would be all the more groundless to
irnagine that one can win victory by fighting in the
manner of roving rebels. However, this roving-rebel
idea stil} exists among impoverished peasants, and
in the minds of guerrilla commanders it becomes
the view that base areas are neither necessary nor
important. Therefore, ridding the minds of guerrilla
commanders of this idea is a prerequisite for deciding on a policy of establishing base areas. The
question of whether or not to have base areas and
of whether or not to regard them as important, in
other words, the conflict between the idea of establishing base areas and that of fighting like roving
rebels, arises in all guerrilla warfare, and, to a certain extent, our anti-Japanese guerrilla warfare is
no exception. Therefore the struggle against the
roving-rebei ideology is an inevitable process. Only
when this ideology is thoroughly overcome and the
policy of establishing base areas is initiated and applied will there be conditions favourable for the
maintenance of guerrilla warfare over a long period.

Now that the necessity and importance of base
areas have been made clear, let us pass on to the
73

following problems which must be undet'stood and
solved when it comes to establishing the base areas.
These problems are the types of base aleas, the
guerrilla zones and the base al"eas, the conditions for
establishing base areas, their ccnsolidation and expansion, and the forms in tvhich we and the etrenry
encircle one another.

1.

The Types

cf Bcse

Aress

Base areas in anti-Japanese guerriila wallare
are mainly of three types, those in the mountains,
those on the piains and thcse in the river'-lakeestualy regions.
The advar-itage of settir-r.{ up base areas in Illotllltainous regions is obrrious, and those rvhich have
been, are being or wiil be eslablished in the Changpai,1 Wutai,? Taih4ng,3 Taishan.a Yenshans and
Maoshan6 Mountains ali belong to this type. The;,
ale all pltrces where anti-Japanese guerri.lla rvar{are can be maintained {cr the longest time and are
important stroirgholds for the War oI Resistance.
We must develop guerrilia rt'arfare and set r"rp base
areas in all the ,nountaincus legions behind the
enenry lii-res.

Of course, the plains at'e lcss suitable than ihe
monntains, but it is by no rneans impossible to devel-

op guelrilla warfare or establish an5t base areas
there. Indced, the rvidesplead guerrilla warfare in
the plains of Hopei ar-rd of t'iorthei'n and northwesteln Shantung ploves that it is possible to develop guerrilla lvarfare in the plair-rs. \Vhile there is as
yet no er.idence on the possibility of setting up
base areas thele and maintaining them fcr: Iong. it
has been proved that the setting up of ternporary
base areas is possible, and it should be possibie to
set up base areas for smail units or for seasonal
use. On tire one l'rand. the enen:y does not have
enough troops at his disposal and is pursuing a
policy of unpalalleled brutality, and on the other
hand, Chir-ra has a vast telritoi:y ar-rd vast numbers
of people rvho are resisting Japan; the objective cor]ditions for spreading guerlilla rvar.fare and setting
up temporary base areas in the plains are therefore
fulfilled. Given competent military command, it
should of coulse be possible to establish bases for
srnall guerrilla units there. bases which ale long-term
but not fixed.T Broadly speaking. u,her-r the strategic
offensive of the enerny is brought to a halt and he
enters the stage of safeguarding his occupied areas,
he n,il1 undoubtedly launch savage attacks or-r all
the guerrilla ba.se areas, a.nd tirose in the plains wiil
naturally be the first to bear the brunt. The large
guerrilla formations opei.aiing on the plains rn,ill
be unable to keep on fighting tl-iere for long and r,,.-i11
graduall;,- l-rave to move Lrp into ihe mountains as the
14

circumstances lequire, as for iustance, from the
Hopei Plain to the Wutai and Taihang Mountains,
or from the Shantung Plain to Taishan l\{ountain
and the Shantung Feninsula in the east. But in the
circumstances of our national \\,ar it is not impossible for numerous small guerrilla units to keep
going in various counties over the vast piains and
adopt a fluid lvay of fighting, i.e., by shifting their:
bases frcm place to p1ace. It is definitely po-.sib1e
to cor-rduct seasonal guerrilla warfare by- taking
adrrantage of the "green curtain" of tall crops in
summer and of the frozen ril,els iir rvintei:. As the
enemy has no strength to spare now and wili nevet'
be abie to attend to evei'ything even when he has
the strength to spar-e, it is absoi,.rtely necessat'1r 1ot'
us to decide on the policv, for the pt'esent, of spreading guerrilla warfare far and rvide and setting up
ten-rporai'y base areas in the pleins and. Ior the
future, of preparing to keep r-rp guerrilla rn,arfare
by -*mall units, if only seasonally. and of creating
base areas which are not fixed.

Cbjectively speaking, the possibiiities of
developing guerrilla u.arfare and establishing krase
aleas ai e gleater in the rir;er-lake-estuarlr regions
than in the plains, though less than in the mountains. The dran-ratic battles fought b'v "pirates" and
"water-bandits", of rvhich our history is fulI. and the
guerriila \var"fare round the Hunghu Lake kept up
fcr sevci'al ),ears ir-r the Red Army period. both testify to the possibility of develcping guerrilla rvarfare and of establishing base ar-eas in the river-iakeestuary regions. So far. however, the poiitical parties and the masses who are resisting Japan have
given this possibility little attention. Though the
subjective conciitions are as ;'et lacking, r,l,e should
undoubtediy turn our attention to this possibility
and start u,orking on it. As one aspect in the derzelopment of our nation-w,ide guerriila warfare. we
should effectively organize gueri'illa warfare in the
Hungtse Lake region north of the Yangtse Rirrer, in
the Taihu Lake region south of the Yangtse, and in
ail river-lake-estr-rar';r regions in the enemy-occupied areas along the rivers and on the seacoast, and
rve should create permanent base areas in and near
such places. By overlooking this aspect we are ',rirtually providing the enemy with rvater trai-rsport
{acilities: this is a gap in cur strategic plan for the
War of Resistance which must be filled in good
time.

2. Guerrillo

Zones and Bose Areos

In guerrilla i\rarfaLe behind the enemy iines,
there is a difference between guerrilla zones and
base areas. Areas rvhich are surrounded by the
enemy but rvho-qe central parts are not occupied or
have beer-r recovered, iike sonre counties in the
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Wutai mountain region (i.e., the Shansi-ChaharHopei border area) and also sorre places in the
Taihang and Taishan mountain regions, are readymade bases Ior the convenient use of guet'rilla units
in developing guerrilla warfare. But elsewhere in
these areas the situation is different, as for instance
in the eastern and northern sections of the Wutai
mountain region, which inciude parts of western
Hopei and southern Chahar, and in many places east
of Paoting and rvest of Tsangchovr. When guelrilla
r,varfare began, the guelrillas could not compietely
occupy these places but could only make frequent
raids; they are areas which are held by the guerriilas
when they are there and by the puppet regime
when they are gone, and are therefore not ,vet
guerlilla bases but only what may be called guerrilla
zones. Such guerrilla zones will be transformed
into base areas lvhen they have gone through the
necessary processes of guerrilla warfare, that is.
when large numbels of enemy trocps have been
annihilated or defeated there, the puppet regime
has been destroyed, the masses have been roused
to activity, anti-Japanese mass organizations have
been formed, people's local armed forces have

b.een

developed, and anti-Japanese political power has
been established. By the expansion of our base areas
we mean the addition of areas such as these to the
bases already established.

In some places. for example, eastern Hopei. the
whole area oi guerrilla operations has been a
guerrilla zone lrom the very- beginning. The puppet
regime is of long standing there, and from the beginning the whoie area of operations has been a
guelrilla zone both for the people's armed forces
that have grown out of local uprisings and for the
guerrilla detachments clispatched from the \,Vutai
N{ountains. At the outset of their activities, all
they could do w-as to choose some fairlv good spots
there as temporar'5, I'ear or base at'eas. Sr-tch places
rvill not be transfortned from guerrilla zones ittto
i'eiatively stabl-^ base areas until the enemy forces
ar-e destroyed ar-rd the rvork of arousing tire people

is in full srving.

Thus the tlansforrnation ol a guerrilla zotle
into a base area is an arduous creative process, and
its acc<-rmplishment depends on the extent to n'llich
the enemy is cieslroyed and the niasses are arottsed.
l\''Iany regions rvi1l remain gr,reu'illa zones for a
long ti,'::e. In these regions the enemv will not be
abie to set up stable puppet regimes, hor,vever much
he tries to maintain control, rvhile \tre, on our part,
wili not be able to achieve the aim of establishing'
anti-Japanese poiitical power. how-ever much lve
develop guerriila lvarfare. Examples of this kin<i
are to be found in the enemy-occllpied regions
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along the. railwa;,. lines, in the neighbourhood of
big cities and in certain areas in the plains.
As {or the big cities. the rail'"vay stops and the
areas in the plains which are strongly garrisoned
by the enemy, guerrilla warfare can only extend to
the fringes and not right into these places which
have ru-latively stable pr-rppet regimes. This is
anoihe.r kind of situation.
Nlistakes in our leadership or strong enemy
pressure may caLrse a rel,ersal of the state of affair.s
described above. i.e., a guerrilla base may turn into
a guerrilla zone, and a guerrilla zone may turn into
an area under relatively stable enemy occupation.
Such changes are possible, and they deserve special
vigilance on the part of guerrilla commanders.
Therefore, as a result of guerrilla warfare and
the struggle betr,veen us and the enemy, the entire
enemy-occupied territory rvill fall into the following three categories: first. anti-Japanese bases held
by our guerilla units and our organs of politicai
power; second, areas held by Japanese imperialism
and its puppet regimes; and thir.d, intermediate
zones contested by both sides. namely, guerrilla
zones. Guerrilla commanders have the duty to expand the first and third categories to the maximum
and to reduce the second cateqory to the minimr-rm.
This is the strategic task of gurer-rilla ',varlar-e.

3.

Condiiions for Estoblishing Base Areor

The fundamer-rtal conditions for establishing a
base area are that there should be anti-Japanese
armed forces, that these armed forces should be employed to inflict defeats on the enemy and that they
shor-rld arollse the people to action. Thus the establishment of a base errea is first and foremost a matter of building an almecl for"ce. Leaclers in guerrilla
,,',,ar must devote their energy to building one or
nrore guerriila unirs. and mr-rst gradually develop
them in the ccnrse of struggie into gu.errilla formations oi: even into units and forr-nations of regular
troops. The builcl.ir-rg up of an arlned force is the
ke;r'to estabiishing a base area;if there is no armed
folce or if the ai'med force is weak, nothing can be
done. This constitutes the first condition.
The second indispensable condition for establishing a base area is that the artned forces should be
used in co-ordination with the people to defeat tire
enemv. A11 piaces tindei enemy control are enem.v'
and not guerrilla, base areas, and obviously ca-nnot be transformed inio guerrilla base areas unless
the enemy is defeated. Unless rn'e repulse the
enemy's attacks and clefeat hirn. even places held by
the gtterr-i1las rvill con:e ttnder enemy control, and
then it r,vill be impossible to estatliish base areas'
IJ

The third indispensable condition for establishing a base area is the use of all our strength, including our armed forces, to arouse the masses for struggle against Japan. In the course of this struggle we
must arm the people, i.€., organize self-defence
corps and guerrilla units. In the cout:se of this
struggle, we must form mass organizations, we must
organize the workers, peasants, youth, vromen, chilaccording
dren, merchants and professional people
and
to the degree of their political consciousness
fighting enthusiasm into the various mass or:gan- the struggle against Japanese
izations rlecessary for
aggression, and we must gradually expand them.
Without organization, the people cannot give effect
to their anti-Japanese strength. In the course of
this struggle, we must weed out the open and the
hidden traitors, a task which can be accomplished
only by relying on the strength of the people. In
this struggle, it is particularly important to arouse
the people to establish, or to consolidate, th'eir local
organs of anti-Japanese political power. V/here the
original Chinese organs of poiitical power have nct
been destroyed by the enemy. we must reorganize
and strengthen them w'itn' the support of the broad
masses, and rvhere they have been destroyed by the
enemy, we sliould rebuild them by the efforts .of
the masses. They are organs of political power for
carrying out the policy of the Anti-Japanese National United Front and should unite all thc forces
of the people to fight against our sole enemy. Japanese imperialism, and its jackals, the traitors and
reactionarics.

A base area for guerrilla war can be truly established only rvith the gradual fulfilment of the
three basic conditions, t.€,, only after the antiJapanese armed forces are buiit up, the enemy has
suffered defeats and the people are aroused.
Mention must also be made of geographical and
economic conditions. As lor the former, we hatre
already discussed three different categories in the
earlier section on the types of base areas, and here
we need only mention one major requirement,
namely. that the area must be extensive. In places
surrounded by the enemy on all sides, or on three
sides, the mountainous regions naturally offer the
best conditions for setting up base areas which can
hold out for a long time, but the main thing is that
there must be enough room for the guerrillas to
manoeuvre, namely, the areas have to be extensive.
Given an extensive area, guerrilla warfare can be
developed and sustained even in the plains, not to

mention the river-lake-estuary regions. By and
large, the vastness of China's territory and the
enemy's shortage of troops provide guerrilla warIare in China with this condition. This is an important, even a primary condition, as far as the pos16

sibility of waging guerrilla warfare is concerned. and
small countries like Belgium which lack this condi*
tion have few or no such possibilities.B In China. this
condition is not something which has to be striven
for, nor does it present a problem; it is there physically, waiting only to be exploited.
So fal as thcir physical setting is concerined, the
economic conditions resemble the geographical
conditions. For nolv we are discussing the establishment of base areas not in a desert, where no enemy
is to be found, but behind the enemy lines; every
place the enemy can penetrate already has its Chinese inhabitants and an economic basis for subsistence, so that the question of choice of economic
conditions in establishing base areas simply does
not arise. Irrespective of the economic conditions,
we should do cur utmost to develop guerrilla warfare and set up permanent or temporary base areas
in all places where Chinese inhabitants and enemy
forces are to b,e found. In a political sense, however,
the economic conditions do present a problem, a
problem of economic policy which is of irRmense
importance to the establishment of base areas. The
economic pclicy of the guerrilla base areas must
follow the principles of the Anti-Japanese National
United Front by equitably distributing the finaircial
burden and protecting cornmerce. Neithei' the local
organs of poiitical power nor the guerrilla ur-iits

must violate these principles, or otherwise the estab-

Iishment of base areas and the maintenance of
guerrilla $,arfare would be adversely affected. The
equitable distribution of the financial burden means
that "those with money should contribute ffione;l"r
while the peasants should supply the guerrilla units
with grain within certain limits. The protection of
commerce means that the guerrilla units should be
highly disciplined and that the confiscation of
shops, except those owned by proved traitors,
should be strictly prohibited. This is no easy matter, but the policy is set and must be put into
effect.

4, The Consolidotion cnd

Exponsion of

Bose Areos

In order to confine the enemy invaders to a
few strongholds, that is, to the big cities and along
the main communication lines, the guerriilas must
do aI1 they can to extend guerrilla warfare from
their base areas as widely as pcssible and hem in
ali the enemy's strongholds, thus threatening his
existence and shaking his morale while expanding
the base areas. This is essential. In this context,
we must oppose conservatism in guerrilla warfare.
Whether originating in the desire for an easy life
or in overestimation of the enemy's strength, conservatism can only bring losses in the War of ResisPeking Ret:iero, No.
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tance and is harmful to guerrilla rvarfare ar-rd to
the base areas thernselves. At the same time, we must
not forget the consolidation of the base areas, the
chief task being to arouse and organize the masses
and to train guerrilla units and local armed forces.
Such consolidation is needed for maintaining protracted warfare and also for expansion, and in its
absence energetic expansion is impossible. If we attend only to expansion and forget about consolidation in our guerri.lla warfare, we shall be unabie to
withstand the enemy's attacks, and consequently not
only forfeit the possibility of expansion but also
endanger the very existence of the base areas. The
correct principle is expansion rvith consolidation,
which is a good method and allows us to take the
offensive or the defensive as we choose. Given a
protracted war, the problem of consolidating and expanding base areas constantly arises for every guerrilla unit. The concrete solution depends, of course,
on the circumstances. At one time, the emphasis
may be on expansioyt, ?..e., on expanding the guerrilla
zones and increasing the number of guerrillas. At
another, the emphasis may be on consolidation, i.e.,
on organizing the riasses and training the troops.
As expansion and consolidation differ in nature, and
as the military dispositions and other tasks wili differ
accordingly, an effective solution of the problem is
possible only if we alternate the ernphasis according
to time and circumstances.

5.

Forms in Which We ond the Enemy
Encircle One Another

have surrounded the Tatung-Puchow Railwav on
three sides (the east and west flanks and the south:
ern end) and the city of Taiyuan on ai1 sides; and
there are many similar instances in Hopei and
Shantung Provinces. This is the second form of our
encirclement of the enemy. Thus there are two
forms of encirclement by the enemy forces and two
forms of encirclement by our own rather like a
game of u:eichi.e Campaigns and battles
fought by
the two sides resemble the capturing of each other's
pieces, and the establishment of stror-rgholds by the
enemy and of guerrilla base areas by us resembles
moves to dominate spaces on tl-re board. It is in
the matter of "dominating the spaces" that the
great strategic role of guerrilla base areas in the
rear of the enemy is revealed. We are raising this
question in the War of Resistance in order that the
nation's military authorities and the guerrilla commanders in all areas shouid place on the agenda the
development of guerrilla rvar-fare behind the enemy
lines and the establishment of base areas wherever
possible, and carry this out as a strategic task. If
on the international p)ane we can create an antiJapanese front in the Pacific region, with China as
one strategic unit, and the Soviet Union and other
countries which may join it as other strategic units,
we shall then have one more form of encirclement
against the enemy than he has against us and brinq
about exterior-line operalions in the Pacific region
by which to encircle and destroy fascist Japan. To
be sure, this is of little practical sigr-rificance at present, but such a prospect is not impossible.

Taking the War of Resistance as a whole, there

is no doubt that we are strategicaily encircled by
the enemy, because he is on the strategic offensive
and is operating on exterior lines while we are on
the strategic deiensive and are operating on interior
lines, This is the first form of enemy encirclement.
We on our part encircle each of the enemy columns
advancing on us along separate routes, because we
apply the policy of the offensive and of exteriorline operations in campaigns and battles by using
numerically preponderairt forces against these enemy columns advancing on us from exterior 1ines.
This is the {irst form of our encirclement of the
enemy. Next, if we consider the guerrilla base
areas in the enemy's rear, each area taken singly is
surrounded bv the enemy on all sides, like the Wutai
rrlountain region, or on three sides, Iike the northwestern Shansi area. This is the second form of
enemy encirclement. However, if one considers all
the guerriila base areas together and in their relation to the battle fronts of the regular forces, one
can see that vze in turn surround a great manv
enemy forces. In Shansi Province, for instance, we
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CHAPTER ViI

The Strotegic Defensive ond the Strotegic
Offensive in Guerrills Wqr
The fourth problem of strategy in guerrilia war
concerns the strategic defensive and the strategic
offensive. This is the problem of how 1;he policy
of offensive warfare, which we mentioned in our
discussion of the first problem, is to be carried out
in practice, when we are on the defensive and when
we are on the offensive in our guerrilia rvarfare
against Japan.

Within the nation-rvide strategic defensive or
strategic offensive (to be more t'ract. the strategic
counter-offensive), smal1-scale strategic delensives
and offensives take place in and around each guerrilla base area. By strategic deiensive v/e mean
our strategic situation and policy r','iren tlle enemy
is on the offensive and we al'e on the rJcfe'r-,sive; by
strategic offensive we mean our siraiegic situation
17

and policy when the enemy is on the defensive and
we are on the offensive.

1.

The Strotegic Defensive

in Guerrillo Wor

After guerrilla warfare has broken out and
grown to a considerabLe extent, the enemy will
inevitably attack the guerriila base areas. especially
in tl-re period when his strategic offensive against
the country as a whole is brought to an end and
he adopts the policy oI safeguarding his occupied
areas. It is essential to recognize the inevitability
of such attacks, for otherlvise the guerrilla commanders lvill be caught u,holly unprepared, and in
the face of heavy enemy attacks the5z rvill undoubtedly become alarmed and confused and their
forces

wili

be routed.

To wipe out the guerrillas and their base areas,
the enemy frequently resorts to converging attacks.
For instance, in each of the four or five "punitive
expeditions" directed against the Wutai mountain
region, the enemy made a planned advance in three,
four or even six or seven columns simultaneously.
The larger the scale of the guerrilla fighting, the
more important the position of the base areas, and
the greater the threat to the enelny's strategic
centres and vital cotnmunication lines, the fiercer
will be the enemy's attacks. Therefore, the fiercer
the enemy's attacks on a guerrilla area, the greater

the indication that the guerrilla warfare there

is

is being effectively co-ordinated with
the regular fighting.
successfuL and

When the enem5,' launches a converginq attacli
in several columns, the gu.errilla policy should be to
smash it by cortnter-attack. It can be easily smashed
if each advancing enemy column consists oI only
cne unit, whether big or sma1l, has no follow-up
uniis and is unable to station troops along the route
of advance, construct blockhouses or buiid motor
roads. When the enemy launches a converging
attack, he is on the offensive and operating on exterior Iines, while we are on the defensive and
operating on interior lines. As for our dispositions,
we should use our secondary forces to pin down
several enelt-tr. columns, while our nain Iorce should
launch surprise attacks (chiefly ir-r. the form of
ambushes) in a ca,ilpaign cr batile against a single
enemy column, striking it when it is orr the mor.e.
The enemv, though strong, will be u,eakened by
repeated sulprise attacks and u,ill olten wiihdrarv
when he is haifi,vay; the guerriila units can then
make n:ore surpri-ce attacks during the pui.suit and
weaken him still Jui.ther. The enemy generaily
occnpies the county towns or other towns in our
base areas before he stops his offensive or begins
I8

to r,vithdraw, and we should encircle these tor,luns,
cutting off his grain supply and serrering his communications. so that when he cannot hold out and
begins to retreat, we can seize the opportunity to
pursue and attack him. After smashing one column,
r,r,e should shift our forces to smash another, and,
by smashing them one by one, shatter the converging attack.
A big base area iike the Wutai mountain region
forms a militaly area, which is divided into four or
five, or even more, military sub-areas, each with its
own armed forces operating independentl5.,. By
employing the tactics described above, these for:ces
have often smashed the enemy's attacks simultaneously or successively.

In our plan of operations against a converging
attack by the enemy, we generally place our main
force on interior lines. But when we have the
strenglh to spare, we should use oLlr secondary
forces (such as the county or ,the district guerrilla
units, or even detachments oI the main force) on
exterior lines to disrupt the enemy's communications and pin down his reinforcements. Should the
enemy stay put in our base area, we may reverse
the tactics, namely, leave some of our forces in the
base area to invest the enemy while err-rplcying the
main force to attack the region r,vhence he has come
and to step up our activities there, in order to induce
him to withdl'ar,v and attack our main force; this
is the tactic of "relieving the state of Chao by besieging the state of Wei".10
In the course of operations against a converging
attack. the local anti-Japanese sel.f-defence corps
a.nd all the mass organizations should mobilize for
action and in every r,vay help onr troops to fighi the
enemy. In fighting the enemv, it is important both
to enforce local maltial lau, and, as far as possible,
to "strengthen our defence 'nvorks and clear the
fields". The purpose of the former is to suppress
traitors and prevent the enemy from getting information. and of the latter to assist ouu owlt ope;:ations
(by strengthening' or-rr clefence works) and prevent
the enemy from getting food (by clearing the fields).
"Clearing the fieids" means harvesting the crops as
soon as they are ripe.
When the enemy retreats, he often burns down
the houses in the cities and torvns he has occupied
and razes the vi1la,ges along his rclrte, with the purpose of destroying the guerrilia base areas; but in
so doing he deprives himself of shelter and fcod in
his next offensi.re, and the damage recoils upon his
orvn head. This is a concrete iLlustration of vrhat
lve mean by one and the same thing having trvo
contradictory aspects.
Pel;ing Rexieu, Ido.
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A guerrilla commander sl-rould not think of
abandoning his base area and shifting to another,
unless it proves impossible, after repeated operations, to smash the enemy's heavy conver-ging
attacks. In these circumstances he must guard
against pessimism. So loi-rg as the leaders cio not
blunder in matters of principle, it is generally possible to smash the converging attacl<s and hold on
to the base areas in the mountainous regions. It is
only in the plains that, lvhen confronted b;r a }ieavy
converging attack, the guerrilla comnand-er should
ccnsider other measures in the light of the specific
circui-nstances, namely. learring man;i smail r-i;,rii:s for
scattered operations, while tempcrarily shifting
large guerrilla formations to some mountainous region, so that they can return and lesume thejr activities in the plains once the main forces o.i tl-re
enemy move away.

Generally speaking, tl-re Japanese cannot adopt
the principle of blociihouse rvarfare, rvhich the Kuomintang ernpioyed in the days of the civii -*,ar,
because their forces are inadequate in relation to
China's vast territory. However, ure should reckon
r,vith the possibility that they may use it to some
extent against those guerrilla base areas which pcse
a particular threat to their vital positions, but even
in such circumstances we should be prepared tc keep
up guerrilla warfare in those areas. Since rnze have
had the experience of being able to maintain guerrilla r,varfare during the civil war, thete is not tl-re
slightesi doubt of our greater capacity to do so in a
naticnal war. Though, in point of relative military
strengih, the enemy can throw forces that ar:e vastly
superior in quantity as well as in quality against
some of oui' base areas. there remain the insoluble
national contradiction between us and the enemy
and the unarroidable weaknesses of his command.
Our victories are based on thorough work among the
masses and flexible tactics in our operations.

2.

The Strotegic Offensive

in Guerrillo Wqr

After we have smashed an enemy offensive and
before the enemy starts a new offensive, he is on
the strategic defensir.e and we are on the strategic
offensive.

At such times out' operational policy is not to
attack enemy forces which are entrenched in oefensive positions and r,l,hich we are not sure of defeating, but systematicaily to destroy or drive out the
smail enemy units and puppet forces in certain areas,
which our guerrilla units are strong enough to
deal rvith, and to expand our areas, arouse the masses
for struggle against Japan, replenish and train
our troops and organize new guerrilla units. If the
enemy still remains on the defensive rn'hen these
fiy.gust 27,
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tasks are under way, we can expand our new areas

stili further and attack weakly garrisoned cities and
communication iines and hold them for as long as
circumstances permit. . I'hese are aII tasks of the
stra"tegic offensive, and the purpose is to take advantage of the fact that the enemy is on the defensive
so that we may effectively build up our own military and mass strength, effectively reduce the
enemv's strength aud prepare to sma-eh the enemy

methcdically and vigorously rvhen he r-r-r:unts an
cffensive again.

It is essential to rest and train our troops. and
the best time for doing so is when the enenry is on
the defer-rsive. It is not a question of shutting ourselves off from everything else for rest and training,
but of finding time for rest and training u,hile expanding our areas, rnopping up small enemy units
and arousing the people. This is usually also the
time for tackling the difficult problem of getting
food supplies, bedding, clothing, etc.
It is also the tinre for destroying the enemy's
communication lines on a large scale, hampering his
transpcrt and giving direct support tc thr- regular
forces in their cairpaigirs.
At such times the guerrilla base areas, guerrilia
zonrs and guerlilla u.nits are in high spirits. aird the
areas devastated by the enemy are gradually rehabilitated and revived. The people in the enemyoccupieci territolies are aiso delighted, and tl-re farne
of the guerrilias resounds everyrvhere. On the other
hanci. in the camp of the enemv and his running
dogs, the traitors, panic and disintegration are
mounting, while there is growing hatred of the guerriilas and their base areas and preparations io deal
with them are intensified. During the strategic offensive, therefore, it is iir-rpermissible for the guerrilla commanders to become so elated as to uirderrate
the enemy and forget to strengthen unity in their
own ranks and to consolidate their base areas and
their forces. At such times. they must ski1fully u,atch
the enemy's every move for signs of any new of{ensive against us, so that the moment it comes ti:ey
can ',1,-ind up their strategic offensive in good order,
turn to the strategic defensive and thereby smash
the enemy's offensive.
CHAPTER VIII

Development of Guerri!lo
Mobile Wor

War

lnto

The fifih problem of strategy in guerrilla rvar
against Japan is its devetopment into mobile war, a
development which is necessary and possible because
19

the war is protracted and ruthless. If China could
speedily defeat the Japanese invaders and recover
her lost territories, and if the war rvere neither
protracted nor ruthless, this would not be necessary.
But as, on the contrary, the war is protracted and
ruthless, guerrilla warfare cannot adapt itself to such
a war except by developing into mobile warfare.
Since the war is prolracted and ruthl.ess, it is possibie for the guerrilla units to undergo the necessary
steeling and gradually to transform themselves into
regular forc.-s, so that their mode of operations is
gradually regularized and guerrilla warfare develops
into mobile warfare. The necessity and possibility
of this development rnust be clearly recognized by
the guerrilla commanders if they are to persist in,
and systematically carry out, the po icy of turning
guerrilla warfare into mobile warfare.

In many places, such as the trVutai mountain
region, the present guerrilla warfare owes its growth
to the strong detachments sent there by the regular
forces. The operations there, though generally of
a guerriJ.la character, have contained an element of
mobile warfare from the very beginning. This element will gradually increase as the war goes on.
Herein lies the advantage which'makes posslble the
swift expansion of the present anti-Japanese guerrilla rn arfare and its rapid development to a higher
level; thus the conditions for guerilia warfare are
far superior to what they were in the three northeastern provinces.
To transform guerrilia units

r,vaging gurerriila

warfare into regular forces waging mobile \,var{are,
two conditions are necessary an increase in numbers, and an improvement in- quality-. Apart from
directly mobilizing the people to join the forces, increased numbers can be attained by amalgamating
small units, while better qr-rality depends on steeling
the fighters and .improving their weapons in the
course of the r,var.

In amalgamating sma1l units, we must, on the
one hand, guard against localism, r.vhereby attention

is

concentrated exclusively on local interests and
centralization is imp:ded, and, on the other, guard
against the purely rnilitary approach, whereby local
interests are brushed aside.
Localism exists among the local guerrilla units
and locai governments, which are frequently preoccupied with locai considerations to the neglect ot
the general interest, or which prefer to act each on
its own because they are unaccustomed to acting in
larger groups. The commanders of the main guer20

rilla units or of the guerrilla formations must take
this into account and adopt the method of gradual
amalgamation of part of the local units, allowing
the localities to keep some of their forces and expand their guerrilla warfare; the commanders should
draw these units into joint operations and then bring

about their amalgamation without breaking up their
original organization or reshuffiing their cadres, so
that the small groups may integrate smoothly into
the larger group.
As against loca1ism, the pureiy military approach
represents the rvrong r.iewpoint held in the main
forces by those who are bent on expanding their
own strength and who neglect to assist the Iocal
armed units. They do not realize that the development of guerrilla \,varfare into mobile warfare
means not the abandonment of guerrilla warfare,
but the gradual formation, in the midst of widespread guerrilla warfare, of a main force capable of
conducting mobile warfare, a force around which
there must still be numeroLrs gr-rerri11a units carrying on extensive guerrilla operations. These guerrilla
units are powerfui auxiiiaries to the main force and
serve as inexhaustible reserves for its continuous
growth. Therefore, if a commander of a main force
has made the mistake of negleciing the interests of
the local population and the 1ocaI government as a
result of a purely military approach, he must correct
it in order that the expansion of the main force and
the multiplication of the local armed units may
both receive due attention.

To raise the quality of the guerrilla units it is
imperative to raise their political and organizational
level and improve their equipment, military technique, tactics and discipline, so that they gradually
pattern themselves on the regular forces and shed
their guerrilla ways. Politically, it is imperative
to get both the commanders and the fighters to realize the necessity of raising the guerriila units to
the level of the regular forces, to encourage them to
strive torvards this end, and to guarantee its attainment by means of political work. Organizationally,
it is imperative gradually to fulfil all the requirements of a regular formation in the following respects
military and political organs, staff and
working methods, a regular supply system, a medical service, etc. In the matter of equipment, it is
imperative to acquire better and more varied weapons and increase the supply of the necessary communications equipment. In the matter of military
technique and tactics, it is imperative to raise the
guerrilla units to the level required of a regular
Peking Reuieto, No.
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formation. In the matter of discipline, it is imper-

ative to raise the leve1 so that uniform standards are
observed, every order is executed without fail and
all slackness is eliminated. To accomplish a1I these
tasks requires a prolonged effort, and it cannot be
done overnight; but that is the direction in which
we must develop. Only thus can a main force be
built up in each guerrilla base area and mobile warfare emerge for more effective attacks on the enemy.
Where detachments or cadres have been sent in by
the regular forces, the goal can be achieved more
easily. Hence all the regular forces have the responsibility of helping the guerrilla units to develop
into reguiar units.

CHAPTER IX

The Relotionship of Commond
The last problem of strategy

in guerrilla

war

against Japan concerns the relationship of command.
A correct solution of this problem is one of the prere-

quisites for the unhampered development of guerriila warfare.
Since guerrilla units are a lower level of armed
organization characterized by dispersed operat.ions,
the n,ethods of command in guerrilla warfare do
not allow as high a degree of centralization as in
regular warfare. If any attempt is made to apply
the methods of command in regular warfare to guerrilla warfare, its great flexibility will inevitably be
restricted and its vitality sapped. A highly centralized command is in direct contradiction to the great

flexibility of guerrilla warfare and must not

and

cannot be applied to it.

However, guerrilla warfare cannot be successfully developed without some centralized command.
When extensive regular warfare and extensive guerrilla warfare are going on at the same time, their
operations must be properly co-ordinated; hence the
need for a command co-ordinating the two, i,.e., for
a unified strategic command by the national general
staff and the war-zone commanders. L-r a guerrilla
zone or guerrilla base area with many guerrilla units,
there are usually one or more guerrilla formations
(sometimes together with regular formations) which
constitute the main force, a number of other guerrilla units, big and small, which represent the
supplementary force, and many armed units composed of people not withdrawn from produciion;
the enemy forces there usually form a unified comAugust 27,
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plex to concert their operations against the guer_
rillas. Consequently, the problem arises of setting
up a unified or centralized command in such guer_
rilla zones or base ar.eas.
Hence, as opposed both to absolute centralization and to absolute decentralization, the principle
of command in guerrilla war shoutd be centralized
strategic cr:mmand and decentralized command in
campaigns and battles.

Centralized strategic command includes the
planning and direction of guerriila warfare as a
whole by the state, the co-ordination of guerrilla
warfaru- with regular warfare in each war zone, and
the unified direction of all the anti-Japanese armed
forces in each guerrilla zone or base area. Here
lack of harmony, unity and centralization is harmful,
and every effort must be rnade to ensure all three.
In general matters, that is, matters of strategy, the
lower levels shouid report to the higher and follow
their instructions so as to ensure concerted action.
Centralization, however, stops at this point, and it
would likewise be harmful to go beyond it and interfere with the lower levels in matters of detail like
the specific dispositions for a campaign or battle.
For such details must be settled in the light of specific conditions, which change from time to time and
from place to place and are quite beyond the knowledge of the distant higher levels of command. This
is u,hat is meant by the principle of decentralized
command in campaigns and battles. The same principle generally applies in regular operations, especially when communications are inadequate. In ;l
word, it means guerrilla warfare waged independently and with the initiative in our hands within the
framework of a unified strategy.
Where a guerrilla base area constitutes a militar5r
area divided into sub-areas, each co nprising several
counties, each of which is again divided into dis-

tricts. the relationship between the various leveis.
from the headquarters of the military area and subareas down to the county and district governments,
is one of consecutive subordination, and every armecl
force must, according to its nature, be under the
direct command of one of these. On the principle
that has been enunciated, in the relationship of command at these levels matters of general policy shor-i1d
be centralized in the higher levels, while actri'al
operations should be carried out in the light of the
specific circumstances by the lower: levels, which
should have the right of independent action' If a
higher level has something to say about the actual
21

operations undertaken at a lower leve1, it can and
shouid advance its views as "instructions" but must
not issue hard and fast "commands". The more extensive the area, the more compl.ex the situation and
the greater the distance between the higher and th:
lor,ver levels, the more advisable it becomes to ailolv
greater independence to the lower le.rels in their
actual operations and thus give those operations a
character conforming more closely to the 1oca1 requirements. so that the lower levels ai-id the local
personnel ma;z develop the ability to work indepenCently, cope u,'ith complicated sitr;ations, ttnd successful1y expiind guerril).a warfare. For an armed tinit
or bigger formation rvhich is engaged in a concentrated operation. the principle to be applied is one of
centralization in its internal relationship of command,
since the situation is clear to the higher commanC;
but the moment this unit or formation breaks up for
dispersed action, the principle of centralization in
general matters and of d.ecentralization in details
should be applied, for then the specific situation
cannot be clear to the higher command.
Absence of centraiization where it is needed
nleans negligence by the higher levels ol usurpation
of authority by the lower levels, neither of which
can be tolerated in the relationship between higher
and lorver levels, especially in the military sphere.
If decentralization is not effected where it should be,
that means monopolization of power by the higher
levels and lack of initiative on the part of the lower
levels, neither of whlch can be tolerated in the relationship between higher and lower levels. especially
in the command of guerrilla rvarfare. The above
principles constitute the only correct policy for solving the problem of the relationship of command.

Notes
l The Changpai mountain range is situated on the
northeastern border of China. After the Japanese invasion on September 1& 1931, the region became a base area

{or the anti-Japanese guerrillas led by
munist

t1-re

Chinese Com-

Part1,.

The \,Vutai mountain range is si'iuated on the bor.ders
betrveen Shansi, Hopei, and what rvas then Chahar province. In October 1937 the Eighth Route Armv 1ed by the
Chinese Cornmunist Party started building the ShansiCirahar-Hopei anti-Japanese base area with the Wutai

its centre.

The Taihang mountain range is situated on the borclels between Shansi, Hopei anci Honan provinces. In
November 1937 the Eighth Route Army startecl building
the southeastern Shansi anti-Japanese base area r,l.ith the
Taihang mountain region as its centre.
3
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The'Yenshan mountain range is situated on the border

of Hopei and u'hat was then Jehol Province. In the
summer of 1938 the Eighth Route Army started builCing

the eastern Hopei anti-Japanese base atea .,r,ith the Yenshan mountain regior-r as its centre.
ti Ihe Maoshan Mcuntains are in southern I{iangsu.
In Jrrnr: 1938 the New Fourth Ar:my led by the Communist

Partir stat'ted building the southern Kiangsu anti-Japanese
base alea rryith the Maoshan mountaln region as its centrs.
; Experience gained in the War of Resistance proved
r,.'as possible to establish long-term and, in many
places, s1ab1e base areas in the plains. This was due to
their ',.astness and big populations, the correctness ol the

that it

CommrLnist Palt1,'s policies, the extensive mobilization of
the people and the €nemy's shortage of troops. Comrade

Mao Tse-tung affirmed this possibiiity more definil;ely in
later directives.
I Ever since the end

of Wcr'ld lVar II, the national anC
has been surging
fcrrvard in Asia, Airica ar-rd Latin America. In many
countries the people, 1ed by their orvn revolutionary and
proglessivc forces, have calried on sustained armed
struggles to overthrow the dark lule of imperialism
and reaction. This demonstrates that in the new
historical circumstances !i,]1sn the socialist camp, the
revolutionary forces of -the people in the colonial countries and the forces of the people striving for democracy
and progress in all countries are tahing giant strides
forrvald. when the wor:id capitalist system is lveakening
sti1l fulther, and rvhen the colonial rule of imperialism is
heading for disintegration the conditions under which
the people of various cor.urtries
conduct guerrilia warfare
today need not be quite the same as those which r,'u'ere
necessar)' in the da1,s of the guerrilla u'arfare waged by
the Chinese people against Japan. In other u'ords, guerrilla
war can be victoriously uraged in a countly rvhich is not
large in territorl', as for instance, in Cuba, Algeria, Laos
and sonthern Viet Nam.
eweichi is an old Chinese game, in nhich the tu,o
players try to encilcle each other.'s pieces on the boat'd.
When a player's pieces are encircled, they are counted as
"dead" (captured). But if there is a sulficient number of
blank spaces among the encircled pieces, then the latter
are still "alive" (not captured).
detrroclat.ic revolutionary movement

In 353 B.C. the state of Wei laid siege to Hantan.
capital of the state of Chao. The Iiing of the staie of Chi,
an ally of Chao, ordered his generals Tien Chi ancl Sun
Pin to aid Chao r,r,ith their troops. Knoq,ing that ihe
crack forces of Wei had entered Chao ar-rd left their ov;n
teruitoly weakly garrisoned, General Sun Pin attacked the
state of Wei nhose troops withdrew to defend their ou,n
countrl'. Taking advantage of their exhaustion, the tloops
of Chi engaged and routed them at l(ueiling (northeast of
the present Hotse County in Shantung). The siege ol
Hantan, capital of Chao, was thus lifted. Since then Chinese strategists have referred to similar tactics as "relieving the state of Chao b:.' besieging the state of W-^i".
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mr-rt;ntain region as

/'The Taishan Mountain is one of the chief peaks of
the Tai-Yi mounl:rin range in central Shantung. In the
winter of 1937 the guerrilla forces led by the Communist
Party started building the central Shantung anti-Japanese
base area with the Tai-Yi mountain region as its centre.
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